Political Cartoons

Using background knowledge, making inferences, determining meaning, tone, and purpose.
"In an exclusive, sources tell us that a suspect has been arrested and also that no suspects have been arrested and also that police have no suspects, and in fact, none of this may be true... but you heard it here first!"
OK... WHO WANTS TO ASK THE FIRST QUESTION...
Obama is making a mess of traditional marriage!

Rush Limbaugh

Marriage #1
Marriage #2
Marriage #3
Marriage #4
Monopoly updates its board game with a cat.
NRA Magnet School

RAISE YOUR HANDS AND HOLD OUT YOUR BATHROOM HALL PASS! —nice and slow...
YESTERDAY

Unless you blindly follow our government, you’re treasonous.

TODAY

We need guns to fight the government, if it comes to it.
I've finally found the one place that's beyond the reach of U.S. law enforcement.

Wall Street Bank
Corporate Headquarters
Google it. I swear she used to hold a torch of some kind.

Maybe we shouldn’t google anything.
CLIMATE CHANGE. JOBLESSNESS. GUN VIOLENCE. INCOME INEQUALITY. STUDENT LOAN DEBT, VETERANS' SUICIDES. IGNORING THEM'S A SCANDAL...

DID SOMEONE SAY 'SCANDAL'?!